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ABSTRACT
POST-LIQUEFACTION RESIDUAL STRENGTH OF SATURATED AND PARTIALLY
SATURATED SOILS
By
IAN D. GATES
University of New Hampshire

Post-liquefaction response and residual strength play important roles in stability assessment of
liquefied ground. Considering the recent advancements in application of induced partial saturation
for liquefaction mitigation, the state of knowledge in estimating the residual strength should be
extended for liquefied desaturated soils. In this thesis, the residual strength response of a clean
sand at different saturation levels was investigated using a Ring Shear Device (RSD). Direct air
injection was used to desaturate the soil, which helped mitigating the liquefaction under cyclic
loading. However, by raising the shear strain level, both saturated and partially saturated soils were
liquefied followed by residual strength measurement. Results indicate that the residual strength
increased with a reduction of the saturation level due to the change in compressibility and
consequent volume reduction. In addition, the strain rate dependency of the residual strength was
confirmed, since an increase of shear strain rate resulted in an increase in residual strength both
under saturated and partially saturated conditions.

x

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
Soil liquefaction is one of the most disruptive phenomena in geotechnical systems due to the
loss of strength in saturated or nearly saturated soils during and after earthquakes. Liquefaction
can negatively affect the health and wellbeing of public and the functionality of buildings and
lifeline systems. Over the years, researchers and engineers have investigated different aspects of
soil liquefaction triggering (Olson et al. 2020), liquefaction-induced settlements and lateral spread
(Montgomery and Boulanger 2017), soil-structure interaction in liquefied ground (Karimi and
Dashti 2016), mitigation techniques and strategies (Kirkwood and Dashti 2018), and post
liquefaction response and residual shear strength (de Alba et al. 1987). To understand these
mechanisms and characterize the system response, in-situ measurements (e.g., penetration tests),
laboratory testing (e.g., direct simple shear and triaxial tests), small- and large-scale physical
modeling (centrifuge and large shake table tests), and numerical simulations have been used in the
past.
While current liquefaction mitigation techniques such as granular columns (Krishna and
Madhav 2009), drainage control (Olarte et al. 2018), vibro-compaction (Degen and Di Mario
2019), and compaction grouting (Mejia and Boulanger 1995, Wakeman et al. 2010) among others
have been used effectively, new methods are being developed that are relatively nondisruptive and
environmentally safer. Alternative mitigation techniques that have gained interest in recent years
include microbial induced calcite precipitation (Dejong et al. 2006), induced partial saturation
through air injection (Okamura and Soga 2006), induced partial saturation through electrolysis
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(Yegian et al. 2007), induced partial saturation through biological interaction (O'Donnell et al.
2017), nanoparticle treated soils (Huang and Wang 2016), and recycled material fills (Otsubo et
al. 2016) among others. Induced partial saturation (IPS) has been a technique with growing interest
in current literature due to its ability to increase the liquefaction resistance and induce a relatively
minimal disturbance to the soil (Mousavi and Ghayoomi 2019). Previous studies have shown that
a 5% reduction in the degree of saturation can significantly enhance the liquefaction resistance of
soils (Chaney et al. 1978, Yoshimi et al. 1989, Ogata and Okamura 2006, Yegian, et al. 2007,
Zeybek and Madabhushi 2017, Mousavi and Ghayoomi 2021a). Multiple methods have been
developed for IPS in soils which pertain to the use of either immiscible displacement of gas or the
exsolution of gas from pore water due to supersaturation including chemical reactions, pressure
drop, or microbial activity (Fry et al. 1997, Yegian et al. 2007, Okamura et al. 2011, Eseller-Bayat
et al. 2013, Mousavi and Ghayoomi 2021a). IPS methods regardless of their classification have
shown to effectively reduce the degree of saturation but differ due to their level of disruption and
their application in sands with different amount of fines content (Mousavi et al. 2019).
Although the effects of partial saturation on pore water pressure generation and liquefaction
triggering have become evident, research on the impacts of desaturation on post-liquefaction
residual strength has been limited to none. While the residual strength may not control the design
in engineering practice, it still needs to be quantified to serve as basis for structural stability on
liquefied soils during seismic excitation. In practice, it is difficult to determine a single residual
value based on site stratigraphy and current analytical methods. However, the estimated residual
strength value can dictate the capacity of potential sliding and large deformations of the liquefied
soil mass (Seed et al. 1987, Seed et al. 2001). Further evaluation of the residual strength can
provide insight into the potential void redistribution and particle interaction that occur during large
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deformations observed after liquefaction. While desaturation can reduce the liquefaction triggering
potential, large cyclic stress-strains can produce a different residual response which has not been
quantified for IPS soils.
1.2 Objective/ Scope of Project
This thesis focuses on the residual response of sand specimens with different saturation levels,
but all at nearly saturated conditions obtained by using IPS, under applied cyclic and follow-on
monotonic loading. Soil desaturation is achieved through air injection into saturated soil. Then,
shear strain-controlled cyclic and monotonic motions were applied using a Ring Shear Device
(RSD). Pore pressure generation, liquefaction triggering, and liquefied residual strength were
monitored throughout the tests. The goals of this thesis are: (1) discuss the characteristics of an
IPS-capable RSD, (2) validate the idea of improved liquefaction resistance through desaturation,
(3) evaluate the residual strength of soils that have reached a liquefied state at large strain levels
under different initial conditions including initial state of saturation, and (4) investigate the strain
rate-dependency of measured residual strengths.
1.3 Outline
This thesis is divided into several chapters to allow the reader to understand multiple aspects
of the investigation from the background theory on liquefaction mechanics, IPS, to the
methodology used for testing. The current chapter provides the motivation for this project and the
reason for testing, objectives and scope, and outline of the thesis.
Chapter two reviews concepts of liquefaction mechanics, residual strength, unsaturated soils,
and IPS soils. The review into these concepts provides background on the mechanisms of the
strength parameters measured in this thesis and the difference between different saturation states
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of soils. Previously proposed theories are presented to convey the current state of knowledge on
the individual research fields and to relate comparable values to the results of this study.
Chapter three details descriptions of different ring shear systems and the focus of current ring
shear research regarding liquefaction triggering and post-failure states. Different testing conditions
within these methods will be discussed and compared with the work performed in this study. This
chapter also details the mechanics of ring shear systems and typical assumptions made in analysis.
Chapter four provides an in-depth description of the RSD at UNH, along with descriptions of
the renovations and modifications made to the device. A historical account of the device is also
provided for perspective on the RSD design. Schematics of different components of the RSD are
provided along with descriptions of the static and dynamic mechanisms applied during testing.
Implementation of the IPS technique in this project is further detailed in this chapter.
Chapter five details the test procedure used in this study along with a description of the material
used. The testing procedure discussed covers topics such as specimen preparation, data acquisition,
and load application. The testing program is presented in this chapter which details the different
testing conditions considered in this study.
Chapter six presents the results of the investigation. The results include the residual strength
of specimens at different saturation levels, cyclic and monotonic response, and excess pore
pressure generation, comparison of the residual strength values to parallel studies, and evaluation
of the strain rate-dependency on the residual strength. Supporting figures are presented to further
convey the meaning of the results from certain testing conditions used.
Chapter seven presents a summary of the results produced in chapter six and the renovations
and modifications mentioned in chapter four. Further conclusions and recommendations are made
4

to continue this research. Alternative methods to prior challenges encountered are also
recommended.
The appendix of this thesis includes various figures that further explain the results procured
from the RSD. Test sheets and calibration data are also provided to provide a further account for
the renovations and testing procedure used. The software coding and other pertinent components
of programs used in this study are included.
The key findings from the research, which is also presented in this thesis, have been submitted
for publication in ASTM Geotechnical Testing Journal.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 Mechanics of Liquefaction and Residual Strength
Liquefaction is considered as the state of sudden shear strength loss when cyclic excitation is
applied to a soil under undrained conditions (Youd et al. 1973, Kramer et al. 1996, Norris et al.
1997). Figure 2-1 displays a case study observation of liquefacion and its potential effect on
structures. Liquefaction is often categorized into two main types: flow liquefaction and cyclic
mobility. Flow liquefaction occurs when the shear stress required for static equilibrium is greater
than the shear strength of the soil in its liquefied state, and where large deformations are produced
by static or dynamic shear stresses (Kramer et al. 1996). As pore water pressure is generated due
to undrained dynamic loading, the effective stress decreases. The ratio of excess pore water
pressure to the initial mean effective stress (ru) is used as the indicator for liquefaction initiation
(Seed and Lee 1966). When ru reaches a value of one, the soil is considered to be liquefied for
clean and non-plastic sands (Ishihara et al. 1993, Wu et al. 2004, Porcino and Diano 2017, Mousavi
and Ghayoomi 2021a).
Many factors can contribute to the initiation of liquefaction such as the relative density (Dr),
confining stress, cyclic resistance, mineralogy, and other environmental factors (Kramer et al.
1996, Boulanger and Idriss 2006). Liquefaction resistance of a soil in a stress-based approach is
defined by the cyclic stress ratio (CSR), a ratio of the applied cyclic shear stress to the initial mean
or vertical effective stress, normalized by the CSR that leads to liquefaction (Seed and Idriss 1971).
Although both ru and CSR are effective measures in liquefaction triggering assessment, they do
not provide any information about post-liquefaction state of soil including the shear strength often
referred to as the liquefied residual strength. The desire for a strain-controlled test method in this
6

study was attributed to the ability of developing and controlling pore pressure buildup with cyclic
shear strains rather than stresses as shown in previous studies (Dobry et al. 1982, Vasquez-Herrera
and Dobry 1989).

Figure 2 - 1. 1964 Alaska Earthquake (Youd et al. 2014)
The residual strength (Sur) of liquefied soil can be considered as the minimum shear resistance
when liquefaction is triggered at large displacements for saturated cohesionless soils (Ishihara et
al. 1994, Bird et al. 2005, Olson et al. 2015). Sur results from particle rearrangement and continual
movement to maintain minimal frictional resistance but exhibits apparent flow resistance due to
interparticle interactions (Wang et al. 2003). Figure 2-2 presents a representative curve for
determination of the peak and residual shear strength.
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Figure 2 - 2. Representative Curve for Residual Strength Development

Past studies have evaluated and quantified the residual strength of liquefied soil using Standard
Penetration Test-SPT (Seed and Harder 1990), Cone Penetration Test-CPT (Robertson et al. 2010),
triaxial test (Vaid and Sivathayalan 1996), large scale modeling (Honnette et al. 2018),
geotechnical centrifuge modeling (Dewoolkar et al. 2015), and empirical and numerical models
(Kramer and Wang 2015), for post-liquefaction case studies and specific liquefiable soils. The
challenge of obtaining this parameter may be attributed to nonuniform strains and stresses during
a seismic event which is difficult to control in post-liquefaction test methods. Thus, application of
the measured residual strength, based on uniform cyclic load, to realistic seismic assessment
should be done with caution. For example, when the liquefied mass is considered as a nonNewtonian fluid at large strain levels, the residual strength is directly affected by the applied shear
strain rate resulting in an increase in strength at higher shearing rates (de Alba and Ballestero 2006,
Sandoval et al. 2010a).
8

To allow for consistent and easier determination of residual strength, Sur is normalized to the
initial vertical effective stress (Sur/σ’vo) (Kramer et al. 1996). While this ratio is typically used for
cohesive soils as presented by Ladd and Foott (1974), the method was also adopted for case history
applications using either SPT or CPT-based methods. This led to reasonable correlations for stressstrain behavior of liquefied soil up to a moderate strain level and potential representation of void
redistribution effects (Idriss and Boulanger 2014). Although this has been standard practice in
literature, a normalization based on initial conditions may not always be appropriate. Moss et al.
(2020) recommended the normalization of Sur, which is considered appropriate for liquefiable
sands at high stresses, but can result in increased scatter for flow liquefaction analysis. Thus, Sur
should be evaluated both with and without the normalization to capture the full response. Similar
to that of the normalization of Sur by the vertical effective stress, Olson and Stark (2002) presented
a normalization approach by the mean effective stress (σ’m). Olson and Stark also used kinetics of
a liquefied failure mass to quantify Sur by the mobilized shear resistance percentage of the total
length of the post-failure sliding surface of soils that did not liquefy and the average shear strength
of non-liquefied soils as shown in Equation 1.

𝑆𝑢𝑟 =

𝐿𝑑
𝑠𝑢 − (100
𝑠𝑑 )
𝐿𝑑
1 − 100

(1)

where 𝑠𝑢 is the mobilized shear resistance, 𝐿𝑑 is the percentage of the total length of the post
failure sliding surface that incorporates soils that did not liquefy, and 𝑠𝑑 is the average shear
strength of the soils that did not liquefy.
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Building upon the work by de Alba and Ballestero (2006), Sandoval et al. (2010a) presented a
formulation for Sur based on the shear strain rate using the Herschel-Bulkley model as presented
in Equation 2. The rheological model was considered sufficient to approximate Sur values for
liquefied soils at large shear strain rates. While the presented formulation could appropriately
model Sur for granular soils, more research needed to be conducted into the strain rate-dependency
of Sur and the involved empirical parameters that depend on grain-size characteristics, void
distribution, and the fines content.
𝑆𝑢𝑟 = 𝜏𝑜 + 𝐾𝛾̇ 𝑚

(2)

where 𝜏𝑜 is the yield shear stress immediately after liquefaction triggering, 𝛾̇ is the shear-strain
rate, and K, m are empirical parameters.
Although much research is being conducted on liquefied residual strength through either insitu field experiments or case histories, there is a considerable amount of uncertainty in these cases
due to assumptions made and quality of data from case studies. To reduce some of the uncertainty
in Sur determination with SPT resistance, Kramer and Wang (2015) presented an empirical model
which was calibrated using the maximum likelihood estimation in which Sur values were lognormally distributed as shown in Equation 3.
′ 0.1
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
ln 𝑆𝑢𝑟 = −8.44 + 0.109(𝑁1 )60 + 5.379(𝜎𝑣𝑜
)

(3)

where (𝑁1 )60 is the corrected blow count, 𝜎′𝑣𝑜 is the vertical effective stress before liquefaction
triggering.
While the results are comparable to past studies, the model yields higher Sur values at low
effective confining pressures. A unique aspect of the model is that there is no consideration of
fines correction nor void redistribution potential due to no significant change in Sur when compared
10

to empirical data. The model was able to display flexibility with a wide scatter of data but does not
present a conservative approach compared with other works. To better understand some of the
abovementioned issues, in this study however, different interpretations of Sur were investigated to
ensure the appropriate analytical interpretation of the results.
2.2 Unsaturated Soil Mechanics
Unsaturated soils in geotechnical engineering are often referred to as soils above the water
table in a variety of saturation states due to capillary rise, infiltration, and ground water table
fluctuation (Lu and Likos 2004). Figure 2-3 presents an illustration of the hydrologic cycle present
in unsaturated soils. The air-water-solid phase interaction in unsaturated soils can affect the
hydraulic (e.g., permeability, fluid bulk modulus), mechanical (e.g., shear strength and stiffness),
and dynamic (e.g., shear modulus and damping) response of soils (Lu and Likos 2004, Ghayoomi
et al. 2011, Mousavi 2020). What differentiates unsaturated soil mechanics from traditional soil
mechanics is the development of suction as a result of capillary effects.

Figure 2 - 3. Role of the Unsaturated Zone in the Natural Hydrologic Cycle
(Lu and Likos 2004)
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Capillary effects include the curvature of the air-water interface and associated negative pore
pressure in a three-phase soil system (Lu and Likos 2004). Capillary suction primarily affects the
interparticle stress and stiffness in granular and non-plastic soils (Mousavi 2020). The developed
matric suciton (ψm) is defined as the difference between the pore air and water pressur as presented
in Equation 4.
𝜓𝑚 = 𝑢𝑎 − 𝑢𝑤

(4)

where 𝑢𝑎 is the pore air pressure and 𝑢𝑤 is the pore water pressure.
The matric suction level in soil is a function of the degree of saturation and characteristics of
the soil medium. The relationship between matric suction and saturation is represented by the Soil
Water Retention Curve (SWRC), which is a function of the soil particle size and density. While
several SWRC models have been presented to represent this constitutive relationship, this study
considered the van Genuchten (1980) model as presented in Equation 5.

𝑆𝑒 =

𝑆 − 𝑆𝑟
1
=(
)𝑚
1 − 𝑆𝑟
1 + (𝛼𝜓𝑚 )𝑛

(5)

where 𝑆𝑒 is the effective degree of saturation, 𝑆 is the degree of saturation, 𝑆𝑟 is the residual
degree of saturation, 𝛼 is the inverse of the air entry suction, n is a curve fitting parameter related
to the distribution of soil pore size, and m is a curve fitting parameter that controls the shape of the
SWRC curve and is assumed to be equal to 1-1/n.
The air entry value is the point on the SWRC that highlights the transition from a two-phase to
three-phase state. Air entry suction is defined as the suction level above which an increase in
suction results in significant desaturation of soils with the lowest capillary suction. Figure 2-4
presents an example of a typical SWRC curve for F-75 Ottawa and the approximated air entry
value location.
12

Figure 2 - 4. Typical SWRC Curve for F-75 Ottawa Sand via Hanging Column Test

Unsaturated soils encompass three different regimes consisting of: (1) capillary fringe regime
which is located above the ground water table, (2) funicular regime which is defined as a
continuous water phase and (3) a residual regime which is defined as an isolated discontinuous
water phase in the form of adsorbed water layers around particles (Lu and Likos 2004). The height
of the capillary fringe depends on the effective diameter of the soil particle (D10), void ratio (e),
and soil type which is estimated using Equation 6.

ℎ𝑐 =

𝐶
𝑒 ∗ 𝐷10

(6)

where ℎ𝑐 is the height of the capillary fringe, 𝐶 is an empirical coefficient which is dependent
on the shape and angularity of the individual soil particle.
While Equation 6 captures the capillary fringe response, the funicular regime matric suction
becomes more evident when a significant reduction in saturation is required to reach a larger air
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entry value. Within this study the capillary fringe regime and funicular regime were considered
for classification of unsaturated soils.
2.2.1 Effects of Degree of Saturation
Terzaghi (1943) first introduced the concept of effective stress which was defined as a two-phase
medium where the pore water pressure and particle contact stress were evaluated separately as
shown in Equation 7.
𝜎′ = 𝜎𝑡 − 𝑢𝑤

(7)

where 𝜎′ is the effective stress, 𝜎𝑡 is the total stress, and 𝑢𝑤 is the pore water pressure.
Equation 7 has been found to be an accurate interpretation of the mechanic behavior for both dry
and fully saturated states in current geotechnical design. However, this traditional approach does
not capture the state of stress for soils in a three-phase state. Bishop (1959) presented an alternative
approach, as shown in Equation 8, that incorporated the effect of matric suction into Terzaghi’s
effective stress formulation by introducing a scaling effective stress parameter (χ).
𝜎 ′ = 𝜎𝑡 − 𝑢𝑎 + 𝜒(𝑢𝑎 − 𝑢𝑤 )

(8)

χ is a function of the degree of saturation and reflects the contribution of matric suction on
interparticle forces. While other studies have presented alternative formulations, the formulation
as proposed by Bishop et al. (1959) was used in this study due to its ability to account for both
compressive and tensile forces acting within interparticle contact at varying saturation levels.
From the formulations presented by both Terzaghi and Bishop, other studies have shown the
impact of saturation on the state of stress of soils and response of both static and dynamic loads
(Lu and Likos 2004, Finno et al. 2017). Saturation can affect a soil’s dynamic response through
two potential mechanisms: 1) The presence of gas can decrease the pore fluid bulk modulus, which
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is a contributing factor in pore pressure generation during dynamic loading, thus increasing the
liquefaction resistance (Chaney et al. 1978, Yoshimi et al. 1989, Ogata and Okamura 2006, Yegian
et al. 2007, Mousavi and Ghayoomi 2020); 2) the inter-particle contact forces in a three-phase state
are directly affected by the saturation level, affecting both the effective stress and dynamic
properties of soils (Hoyos et al. 2015). The saturation effects vary in both the static and dynamic
responses based on the saturation state and soil-water-retention path. SWRCs can clarify the
distinction between the different saturation states, such as presenting the wetting and drying paths
of a soil and their relation to the development of matric suction. Figure 2-5 displays an example
SWRC for F-75 Ottawa Sand from multiple studies and testing methods, which relates matric
suction development and the drying path.

Figure 2 - 5. SWRC Comparison for F-75 Ottawa Sand

The effect of saturation on the dynamic response of a soil can be explained through either the
pore fluid bulk modulus or the development of matric suction. Matric suction is dependent on the
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wetting-drying path from the SWRC, while the pore fluid bulk modulus (Kf) is dependent on the
bulk modulus of both water and air. Kf has been shown to be sensitive to the inclusion of air due
the low compressibility of gases, where a minimal amount of gas can significantly change the
response. While multiple formulations have been presented in other studies for quantifying the
pore fluid bulk modulus, the formulation presented by Bishop et al. (1973), as seen in Equation 9,
can effectively convey the response in relation to the saturation level (Leong and Cheng 2016).

𝐾𝑓 = (

𝑆𝑟 1 − 𝑆𝑟 −1
)
+
𝐾𝑤
𝐾𝑎

(9)

Where 𝐾𝑓 is the bulk modulus of the fluid, 𝐾𝑤 is the bulk modulus of water, 𝐾𝑎 is the isentropic
bulk modulus of air assuming the presence of entropy, and Sr is the saturation level.
2.3 Induced Partial Saturation
IPS has received increased interest in recent literature as an alternative geo-environmental
solution for liquefiable mitigation. This method creates a gassy soil medium by introducing
immiscible gases (gas bubbles) or discrete gas channels within the soil void space (Fry et al. 1997,
Grozic et al. 1999, Corapcioglu et al. 2004, Boudreau et al. 2012, Finno et al. 2017). Discrete
bubbles travel in saturated soil without preferential pathways (Semer et al. 1998). The preferential
pathway can be further explained from the physics of rising gas.
The rise of gas through a porous medium is attributed to the difference in density between air
and water which results in an upward buoyant and capillary force acting on the gas bubble
(Corapcioglu et al. 2004). The surface tension force between the different phase states results from
the difference between the inward attraction of the molecules inside the bubble and that at the
contact surface of the bubble as shown in Equation 10 and 11 (Selker et al. 1998, Loubiere and
Hebard 2003).
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4

𝐹𝑏 = (𝜌𝑓 − 𝜌𝑔 )𝑔 3 𝜋𝑅𝑏3

(10)

𝐹𝑠𝑡 = 2𝜋𝑅′𝜎 sin 𝜃

(11)

Where 𝐹𝑏 is the buoyant force, 𝜌𝑓 is the density of water, 𝜌𝑔 is the density of air, and g is
gravity, and Rb is the radius of the gas bubble.
Roosevelt and Corapcioglu (1998) determined that when the surface tension force and buoyant
forces are equal that the gas bubble can then become entrapped. Often the terminal travel distance
of a single bubble is short due to the bubble becoming stuck or splitting into two bubbles because
of collisions with the porous medium. The air bubble rise equilibrates after a short travel time and
distance. The value of total inertial force for all bubble velocities are then considered to be
negligible and the motion of an air bubble rising in a porous medium can be assumed as steady
state flow (Corapcioglu et al. 2004). The cause for gas to be trapped within the available pore space
is due to the capillary force being greater than the buoyancy force applied onto the gas bubble (Fry
et al. 1997). While near saturated IPS and unsaturated soils are both in a three phase state, the
distinction between them is the presence of indiscrete gas bubbles which creates a gassy soil which
does not generate matric suction within the available pore space. This differentiation can be
attributed to the trapped gas within the available pore space, which does not generate a great
enough force to produce negative pore pressures or surpass the air entry value.
Many methods exist for IPS including air injection (Ogata and Okamura 2006), microbial
induced partial saturation (O'Donnell et al. 2017), electrolysis (Yegian et al. 2007), and chemical
reactions (Eseller-Bayat et al. 2013). When implementing IPS into design, the approach is to
achieve a degree of saturation that can either increase the safety factor against liquefaction or to
reduce the pore pressure generation during seismic excitation (Flora et al. 2020). Excess pore
pressure is generated due to the relative incompressibility of the fluid bulk modulus but is sensitive
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to the low volumetric stiffness of gases when introduced into an undrained system. IPS allows for
a decrease in excess pore pressure generation in conjunction with a decrease in the fluid bulk
modulus. This is assumed to occur in the absence of interparticle suction forces when dealing with
occluded bubbles at high saturation levels (Sparks et al. 1965, Xu and Xie 2011, Eseller-Bayat et
al. 2013, Finno et al. 2017, Mousavi and Ghayoomi 2021a, Mousavi and Ghayoomi 2021b).
Previous studies have shown that a 5% reduction in the saturation level can significantly reduce
the liquefaction potential at cyclic shear strain amplitudes up to 0.5% within 20 cycles at varying
frequencies and remain in the system with minimal saturation increase for over four years
(Yoshimi et al. 1989, Yegian et al. 2007, Okamura et al. 2011, Eseller-Bayat et al. 2013, Mousavi
and Ghayoomi 2021a). Although the role of desaturation on increasing the liquefaction resistance
has been confirmed, the residual strength of desaturated soils upon liquefaction (if occurred) still
requires further research.
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CHAPTER 3
RING SHEAR SYSTEMS
3.1 Introductions to Ring Shear Systems
Common testing methods, such as the triaxial test, can effectively determine the soil shear
strength but become less effective beyond failure due to large deformations that may form. To
monitor the behavior of soils at large strains, RSDs have been implemented in different studies to
measure the shear strength and excess pore pressure generation of saturated soils in undrained
systems (Sassa et al. 2004, Sadrekarimi and Olson 2009). RSDs have gained interest due to their
ability to measure the peak and residual shear strengths of a soil specimen under controlled strain
rates and infinite total strain on a horizontal shearing plane, which can represent field scenarios
(Kramer et al. 1999, de Alba and Ballestero 2006, Sandoval et al. 2010b, Hargy et al. 2011). It has
not been until recently that Sur of liquefied soils have gained interest in seismic research. Notable
RSDs in current literature have expanded its application to measure the shear strength for both
saturated and unsaturated soils at different confining pressures, shear strain levels, and drainage
conditions in both monotonic and cyclic motion (Bennetts et al. 2003, Sassa et al. 2004, Sedano et
al. 2007, Sadrekarimi and Olson 2009, Hoyos et al. 2014).
3.2 Ring Shear Mechanics
Aside from measuring the peak shear strength of soils, other research interests for RSDs
include studying the slickensided surfaces of clays (Meehan et al. 2008, Khosravi et al. 2013),
steady state deformation (Sassa et al. 2004), residual strength of soils in unsaturated conditions
(Hoyos et al. 2014), the study of faults under high pressures (Sassa et al. 2004), rock avalanches
(Liao et al. 2011), and glacial dynamics (Iverson and Zoet 2015). Since neither lateral forces nor
deviatoric stresses are applied to soil specimens in RSDs, the shear stress is controlled by the
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applied torsional moment at given angular displacements. An assumption made is that the shearing
stresses and strains are uniform throughout the shear zone as shown in Equations 12 and 13
(Hvorslev et al. 1939, Bishop et al. 1971, Sadrekarimi and Olson 2009).

𝜏=

3𝑇𝑠𝑜𝑖𝑙
2𝜋(𝑅𝑜3 − 𝑅𝑖3 )

(12)

𝜃(𝑅𝑜 + 𝑅𝑖 )
2ℎ

(13)

𝛾 =

where 𝜏 is the shear stress, Tsoil is the torsional moment on the soil, Ro is the outer radius, Ri is
the inner radius, 𝛾 is the shear strain, 𝜃 is the angular displacement in radians, and ℎ is the height
of the specimen.
The shearing mechanism produced in an RSD allows for strength mobilization along the
sliding surface as shown in Figure 3-1. Since flow slides occur at large deformations at high
shearing rates, RSDs can capture the mobilized response and steady state deformation of a
liquefied soil. Some limitations of the method as noted by Kramer et al. (1999), are their ability to
have non-uniform stresses and strains, and that volume change is constrained globally. The
horizontal shearing plane for ring shear tests can affect test results if contraction or dilation occurs
on the failure plane which could be concealed by extension or compression of the unsheared areas
of the specimen above or below the failure plane (Kramer et al. 1999). It should also be noted that
local volume change that may occur on the failure plane can neither be controlled or measured. To
overcome these limitations, new designs have been presented to reduce the impact of the
limitations on test results (Bennetts et al. 2003, Sassa et al. 2004, Sadrekarimi and Olson 2009,
Sandoval et al. 2010a).
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Figure 3 - 1. Free Body Diagram of Ring Shear Apparatus

3.3 Recent Work with Ring Shear Systems
Many researchers have presented adaptations to traditional RSDs to overcome some of the
limitations and further capture the residual response of soils. While some researchers have
modified existing RSDs such as that presented by Bromhead et al. (1979) or Bishop et al. (1971),
others have developed unique designs to address the limitations of the testing method. In this
section, specific studies are presented that have either further advanced RSD technology or
investigated the residual strength of soil.
The most intricate RSD seen in literature is that developed at Kyoto University (DPRI RSD).
The DPRI RSD has gone through many iterations, but with the most recent iteration it was shown
that the DPRI RSD could simulate the shear zone formation of high-speed landslides and postfailure mobility as well as mobilized shear resistance and shear displacement within generated
pore-water pressure (Sassa et al. 2004). The DPRI RSD can produce the shear zone of soil
specimens within the interface between the fixed upper half of the shear box and the rotatable
lower half of the shear box which is not a common feature amongst other designs (Setiawan et al.
2018). Another unique feature of the DPRI RSD is that it uses a transparent shear box where the
user can visually observe the shear band formation (Sassa et al. 2004).
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Specimens tested in this configuration consist of granular materials that are in a fully saturated
state. While most RSDs are limited into either being a shear stress or strain-controlled device, the
DPRI RSD can choose the test method to be either shear stress, strain, or displacement controlled
(Setiawan et al. 2018). Figure 3-2 displays typical results from an undrained cyclic test as plots of
stresses, pore pressures, and shear displacements. The focus of study with the DPRI RSD was to
determine the shear resistance and instance of liquefaction of undrained soils, not necessarily the
residual strength of liquefied soils. From their study it was found that the shear zone became wide
with an increase in shear strain as the normal stress was kept constant, but concluded further
research needed to be conducted due to dissemination of crushed particles within the pore water
space (Sassa et al. 2004).
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Figure 3 - 2. DPRI RSD Typical Test Results (Setiawan et al. 2018)
A modified ring shear device was constructed by Garga and Sedano (2002) to investigate the
steady state strength of sands at constant strain rates, which was then compared with parallel
triaxial tests from Zhang and Garga (1997). They modified a Bromhead RSD where air actuators
were controlled through an automatic system to maintain constant volume rather than using a
loading hanger. Garga and Sedano indicated that an increase in fines content increased the steady
state strength due to increased interparticle interaction as the fine particles are redistributed within
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the available void space. Typical results are presented in Figure 3-3. While the residual strength
was not investigated by Garga and Sedano, they determined that despite constant volume testing
conditions, there was no significant change in the trends of the steady state line. However, cyclic
loads were not investigated in their study due to the capabilities of the modified Bromhead RSD.

Figure 3 - 3. Typical Constant Volume Ring Shear Results (Garga and Sedano 2002)
Sadrekarimi and Olson (2009) developed a new ring shear device that could reduce the nonuniformity of shear stress and strain throughout the specimens, as specimens were tested under
constant volume conditions. A unique feature of the device was its ability to account for the wall
friction using two torque sensors which measured the torque at the top of the specimen and the
torque applied at the confining rings, as shown in Figure 3-4 (Sadrekarimi and Olson 2009). The
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Sadrekarimi and Olson RSD could shear a specimen from the top and bottom which allows for
high shear strains to be achieved.

Figure 3 - 4. Schematic of Sadrekarimi and Olson (2009) Ring Shear Device

A great advantage of the Sadrekarimi and Olson RSD was its ability of applying high shear
stress with a maximum of 788 kPa. When compared with triaxial tests, Sadrekarimi (2009) stated
that RSD tests may be a favorable testing method due to its ability of testing large shear
displacements which can cause the formation of shear bands in specimens. In addition, the shearing
mode is a better representation of that observed from in-situ ground deformations. An advantage
of RSDs when regarding liquefaction research, are their ability to investigate different responses
for critical void ratio theory where large shear displacements can contribute to the initiation of
flow liquefaction in loose specimens (Sadrekarimi 2009). While Sadrekarimi and Olson did not
focus on residual strength or apply cyclic motion, they did focus on the critical state response of
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silty sands at large shear displacements and the normalized ratio at the initiation of liquefaction.
From their study it was found that the critical state could only be achieved through large
displacements and that flow liquefaction caused a critical state through reorientation rather than
particle crushing (Sadrekarimi 2009).

Regarding unsaturated soils, a Bromhead RSD was modified at the University of Texas at
Arlington to measure large deformations of unsaturated soils via the axis-translation technique
(Hoyos et al. 2011). While other literature has adapted unsaturated capabilities to their RSDs
(Sedano et al. 2007), Hoyos et al. 2014 implemented a servo/suction-controlled capable RSD that
could achieve desired matric suction levels and measure the residual strength at varying phase
states. The modified device was verified against a traditional Bromhead RSD apparatus, and it was
determined that the modifications could produce reasonable residual strength values for silty sands.
From their study, it was found for silty sand (SM) soil that the residual strength increased with an
increase in matric suction and was found to be a linear trend for a range of tested net normal
stresses and suction states (Hoyos et al. 2014). For silty clayey sand (SC-SM), it was found that
there was a non-linear trend for different net normal stresses and suction states but an increase in
resiudal strength was displayed. The regression value for SM soils were reported from 0.91 to 1
and from 0.95 to 1 for SC-SM soils, which indicates an appropriate correlation of the proposed
trends. Figures 3-5 presents residual strength values obtained by Hoyos et al. (2014). The results
indicated that from multi-stage testing, the residual strength of compacted soils was independent
of both the pre-shearing and suction histories applied. It was also found that the residual friction
angle was relatively constant for both SM and SC-SM soils, resulting in a similar response to that
proposed by Fredlund et al. (1978) for peak shear strength of unsaturated soils (Hoyos et al. 2014).
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From the comparison, they further suggested that a new conceptual residual framework for
unsaturated soils could be developed similar to that of peak shear strength.

Figure 3 - 5. Residual Strength of Unsaturated Soils
(a) SM soil (b) SC-SM Soil (Hoyos et al. 2014)

Parallel studies performed at the University of New Hampshire were conducted to further
evaluate the initiation of flow liquefaction, measure the liquefied residual strength and the effect
of normalization when compared to in-situ studies, and investigation into the strain rate
dependency of residual strength. Sandoval et al. (2010a) investigated the correlation between the
residual strength of granular material and strain rate-dependency on the residual strength. From
Sandoval’s work, the Herschel-Bulkley constitutive model was used to estimate the potential
increase in shearing resistance with strain rate. From the proposed constitutive model, it was shown
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that the model could estimate results that compared well with test data from the RSD at strain rates
under 100% per second. Sandoval observed that at high shear strain rates the shearing resistance
exponentially diminished. Using Holliston-00 sand in a loose state, Sandoval determined that a
maximum strain rate of 44 percent per second could produce reliable residual values on the tested
material, which can be seen in Figure 3-6.

Figure 3 - 6. Typical Results of the UNH RSD testing of Holliston-00 Sand
(Sandoval et al.2012)

When comparing ring shear test results with data from SPT, the results procured by Sandoval
compared well and within the general scatter of residual strength results presented by Seed et al.
(1987), Seed and Harder (1990), Olson and Stark (2002), and followed the general trend presented
by Idriss and Boulanger (2007) (Sandoval et al. 2010b). It should be noted that a comparison of
either the residual strength or normalized values with CPT test results was not conducted. The
comparison showed that the ring shear results formed an upper limit in relation to field results and
suggested that in specific cases, Sur could depend on the geometry of the liquefied mass due to the
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boundary conditions of the shear band formation at the failure plane (Sandoval et al. 2010b).
Sandoval did note that when normalizing the residual strength by the initial effective vertical stress
the values did not compare as well and commented that it may not be an appropriate presentation
of the data due to void redistribution in flow failures which could result in a lower residual strength.
Hargy (2011) conducted a study similar to that of Sandoval’s but focused on the RSD’s ability
of being a reliable test method in measuring the residual strength of liquefied soil. Hargy conducted
tests with F-75 Ottawa Sand and measured the residual strength. Hargy compared the results of
the RSD to that of a modified triaxial (de Alba and Ballestero 2006) and centrifuge tests
(Dewoolkar 2015). Between the test methods, it was observed that the residual strength of
specimens varied based on the shear strain rate applied, relative density, and particle size as shown
in Figure 3-7.

Figure 3 - 7. Comparison of Different Test Methods (Hargy 2011)

After liquefying the specimen at cyclic strain levels reported to be 1.35% within 2 cycles,
Hargy applied monotonic loading at shear strain rates of 6.8 cm/s, 13.5 cm/s, 20.3 cm/s, and 27.0
cm/s. This was done to show that at different monotonic loading rates the residual values were
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similar to that of centrifuge and triaxial test results, and to further investigate the strain ratedependency as theorized by de Alba and Ballestero (2006). Hargy found his results comparable to
Sandoval’s and in-situ methods (SPT and CPT) presented in other studies. When normalizing the
residual strength, Hargy reported a significant deviation in the trend of data from estimated trends
reported by Idriss and Boulanger (2008) and Robertson et al. (2010). While Hargy did confirm
that the RSD was a reliable test method and showed that there was an increase in residual strength
with increasing shear strain rate, the constitutive parameters as presented by Sandoval et al.
(2010b) were not updated for the relative densities greater than 40%. Further statistical analysis
was not conducted to evaluate the empirical parameters and the yield shear stress, which Sandoval
stated that they were simply back calculated from saturated tests at high shear strain rates.
3.4 Ring Shear System at the University of New Hampshire
A custom-built RSD was developed at UNH in 2005 and was developed to measure the residual
strength under controlled strain rates and infinite total shear strain for granular materials. The
system was later renovated and re-operated by adopting a new operating system, sensors, and
servo-motor. The RSD framework consists of a hard anodized aluminum specimen chamber that
can move vertically along four stainless-steel shafts. To allow movement and apply vertical forces,
the bellows cylinder located underneath the specimen chamber is used via a manual pneumatic
control system. Figure 3-8 displays an inclusive view of the RSD as aforementioned.
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Figure 3 - 8. UNH Ring Shear Device

The top ring of the device is lowered into the specimen chamber and the mid-plate that secures
the top ring shaft is bolted to the Interface 11.1 KN fatigue rated axial load cell shafts to measure
the force applied from the bellows cylinder. A torque transducer is located directly under the
specimen chamber and is used to determine the shear stress applied to the specimen. Cyclic and
monotonic motions of the top ring were controlled by a servo-motor with a 40 to 1 gear head. The
RSD specimen dimensions consist of a shearing area of 0.041 m2, an inner diameter of 206.7 mm,
an outer diameter of 308.4 mm, and a target sample height of 22.4 mm. The bottom of the specimen
chamber is sloped at 10 degrees to assist in the uniform distribution of shear stress and strain
throughout the specimen as shown in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3 - 9. RSD Chamber Cross-Sectional view

Two porous stones were machined into the chamber bottom that diametrically oppose each
other. The porous stones act as infiltration ports so that saturation and backpressure control can be
applied through the bottom of the specimen. O-ring grooves were machined into the top ring at the
outer and inner circumferences of the annulus to create a seal between the top ring and the
specimen chamber. 40-grit water resistant sandpaper was adhered to the width of the top ring to
create a rough shearing surface. Located within the width of the top ring is a porous stone which
acts as a port to allow air and water to be displaced from the specimen chamber. Due to the
dimensions of the chamber and the target Dr, a gap of approximately 10 mm was initially displaced
so that contact between the top ring and the soil specimen were made. This was achieved by
allowing the pneumatic bellows cylinder to raise the specimen chamber, while air was pushed
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through the top ring vent port. A differential pressure transducer rated at 862 kPa was connected
to the saturation lines of the porous stones so that pore pressures could be measured. The technical
schematic of the RSD framework and an inclusive picture of the system are shown in Figure 3-10.

Figure 3 - 10. Modified RSD Schematic View
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All data acquisition was procured using NI LABVIEW program. With a sampling frequency
of 100 Hz, Boolean indicators to allow selective data collection for only motion profiles, and an
interactive calibration window to allow for ease of access to calibration factors for implemented
sensors. Figure 3-11 displays the front panel of the LABVIEW program used in this study and
Appendix C contains the block diagram of the LABVIEW program.

Figure 3 - 11. RSD LABVIEW Front Panel

Due to the bottom of the chamber being sloped at 10 degrees, the shear strain applied to the
specimen is averaged as shown in Equations 14 and 15.

𝛾𝑖 =

𝜃𝑅𝑖
ℎ𝑖

(14)

𝛾𝑜 =

𝜃𝑅𝑜
ℎ𝑜

(15)

where 𝛾𝑖 is the shear strain on the inner dimension of the annulus, 𝛾𝑜 is the shear strain on the
outer dimension of the annulus, ℎ𝑜 is the outer height of the sample, and ℎ𝑖 is the inner height of
the specimen.
Cyclic motion was achieved by oscillating the top ring from its initial position to the desired
angular displacement as determined within the software Motion Planner by Parker Hannifin
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Corporation. Due to the frictional resistance of the O-rings, a vernier scale was constructed to
calibrate the angular displacement between the motion program and the physical motion of the top
ring. While the designed cyclic motion was based on uniform sinusoidal excitation, the servomotor used in the system was only capable of S-curve motion profiling (Parker Automation 2001).
The shear strain amplitude was considered half of the S-curve peak value to simulate that of a
sinusoidal motion. S-curves are preferred in motion profiling because of its ability to allow for
smooth rotary motion by reducing jerk in the acceleration and deacceleration kinematics in the
motion profile. As a result, position tracking performance is improved (Parker Automation 2001).
A typical S-curve motion profile is presented in Figure 3-12.

Figure 3 - 12. Typical S-Curve Motion Profile (Parker Automation 2001)

After reaching a liquefied state, monotonic loading was applied with a shear strain rate that
was incrementally increased up to specific angular displacements to measure Sur. The NI
LABVIEW and Motion Planner software were integrated so the pore pressure limits were
recognized during motion to allow for quick transition from cyclic to monotonic motion after
liquefaction initiation. The direction of monotonic motion was determined by the angular
displacement of the top ring at liquefaction triggering.
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CHAPTER 4
MATERIALS AND TESTING PROCEDURES
4.1 Testing Material Properties
The material used for this study was F-75 Ottawa sand, which is classified as a clean, poorly
graded (SP) silica-based sand according to the Unified Soil Classification system (USCS). The
grain size distribution curve was determined from a sieve analysis performed and agreed with the
published curves in Ghayoomi et al. (2017) and Le et al. (2017). The soil gradation was performed
in accordance with ASTM D6913/6913M-17 and the curve from the test is shown in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4 - 1. Grain Size Distribution of F-75 Ottawa Sand

The maximum and minimum dry densities of this material were determined from comparable
studies conducted on F-75 Ottawa sand at a target relative density of 45% (Ghayoomi et al. 2011,
Ghayoomi et al. 2017, Le and Ghayoomi 2017, Mirshekari et al. 2017, Mousavi 2020). Results
from these tests were compared with that reported data by Hargy et al. (2012) and were found to
be approximately similar. A summary of the material properties are presented in Table 4-1
(Ghayoomi et al. 2011, Le and Ghayoomi 2017).
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Table 4 - 1. Material Properties of F-75 Ottawa Sand
Property

Value

Mineralogy

Quartz, 99.8% SiO2

Coefficient of curvature, Cc

1.83

Coefficient of uniformity, Cu

1.09

Specific gravity, Gs

2.65

D50 (mm)

0.182

D10 (mm)

0.110

Dry density limits, ρd-min, ρd-max (kg/m3)

1469, 1781

Void ratio limits, emin, emax

0.49, 0.80

Target Relative density, Dr

0.45

Friction angle (deg) at Dr = 0.45
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4.2 Specimen Preparation
All soil specimens were reconstituted in the RSD specimen chamber via dry pluviation to
achieve a target relative density of 45%with an assumed friction angle of 40 degrees (Vaid and
Negussey 1984, Ghayoomi et al. 2017, Le and Ghayoomi 2017). When compared with moist
tamping and water pluviation, dry pluviation can effectively produce uniform specimens of
relatively low-density soils (Vaid and Negussey 1984, Sandoval 2012). Filter papers were cut to
the dimensions of the porous stones, located on the bottom of the chamber, and placed before
pluviation to assist with post-test maintenance. A rainer, formed to the dimensions of the specimen
chamber, was inserted flush into the bottom of the chamber for pluviating the soil specimen. This
was done to reduce the drop height to less than an inch to ensure specimens were constructed in a
loose state. As the rainer was positioned into the specimen chamber, the specimen was deposited
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via a funnel and leveled to ensure that the soil particles were uniformly distributed. After the
specimen had been placed into the specimen chamber, the rainer was then lifted at a constant rate.
After pluviation, the specimen surface was leveled again, and excess soil particles were cleaned
from the walls of the chamber to reduce potential friction before the top ring comes in contact with
the specimen as shown in Figure 4-2.

Figure 4 - 2. Specimen Chamber After Dry Pluviation

Soft silicone O-rings were then greased using a combination of graphite fluid and silicone
lubricant and inserted into the grooves of the top ring. The top ring was then lowered into the
chamber with the top valve kept open so that the entrapped air could escape to the vacuum trap
which was vented to the atmosphere. Once the top ring was in contact with the specimen chamber,
the mid plate holding both the servo-motor and top ring, was bolted to the load cell shafts. A small
vertical stress was then applied by the bellows cylinder to assist in pushing out entrapped air and
to decrease the gap between the specimen and top ring. The reduction in the gap between the top
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ring and the specimen was used to evaluate the target volume of the specimen, further relating to
the deposited relative density. After confirmation of contact between the specimen and the top ring
via the vacuum trap, the load cells were zeroed to account for the gap, and a vertical stress of 55
kPa was applied onto the specimen as an initial consolidation phase. After this phase, a vacuum of
41 kPa was applied for 15 minutes via a vacuum trap monitoring system, followed by one hour
CO2 percolation period to fill the void space. As CO2 was percolated into the specimen, the vacuum
was kept on to further confirm that the air within the available void space was replaced by CO2.
To ensure that the vacuum did not remove all percolated CO2, the vacuum was minimized
accordingly to ensure that a slow stream of bubbles was monitored through the vacuum trap
monitoring system. After the percolation period, de-aired water was seeped into the bottom of the
specimen.
4.3 Specimen Saturation
To ensure sufficient saturation of the specimen, water was infiltrated from the porous stones,
machined into the bottom of the specimen chamber, to the top ring and to the vacuum trap until no
bubbles were seen. This process was typically performed in a duration of approximately 15minutes. During the initial stages of saturation, the vacuum was maintained to ensure further gas
bubble removal from the specimen. Then, the top valve was switched to the line used for IPS
control, which was open to the atmosphere, while a graduated cylinder was placed underneath the
line to collect free-flowing water. At the time of collection, permeability calculations were
performed to determine the hydraulic conductivity (k) of the specimen, which was used as a
correlating factor in the relative saturation level of the specimen. These tests were performed as
water continuously flowed from the specimen into the graduated cylinder. Due to the water supply
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system being similar to that of a falling head test, Equation 16 was used to determine the hydraulic
conductivity of the sample (Das et al. 2013).
𝑎𝐿

ℎ

𝑘 = 𝐴∆𝑡 ln (ℎ1 )
2

(16)

Where 𝑎 is the cross-sectional area of the de-aired water supply, 𝐿 is the length of the specimen,
𝐴 is the cross-sectional area of the specimen, ∆𝑡 is the change in time, and ℎ1,2 is the head at
beginning and end time intervals.
The height of the soil specimens were approximately 0.023 m and the cross-sectional area of
the de-aired water supply was measured to be 0.02 m2. The datum reference in the calculation was
considered to be the surface of the RSD frame tabletop and it was level with the bottom of the
laboratory counter as shown in Figure 4-3. The height from the middle of the soil specimen to the
bottom of the de-aired water supply was approximately 0.16 m.

Figure 4 - 3. Laboratory View of Permeability Test
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In this study, four permeability readings were made at 15-minute intervals and the average of
the readings were determined as k. A typical trend of permeability readings taken during the tests
is shown in Figure 4-4. The volume of the collected water was also measured and used to determine
the flow through the specimen.

Figure 4 - 4. Typical RSD Permeability Results

The permeability measurements were verified with available empirical formulations and
shown to be within the acceptable range for the tested material. Specifically, the Hazen formulation
was used as a lower bound value and the Alyamani and Sen (1993) formulation was used as an
upper bound value, as shown in Equations 17 and 18, respectively (Nakhaei et al. 2005); where 𝑐
is a constant equated to one for this study and 𝐼𝑜 is the x intercept of the slope of the line formed
by 𝑑50 and 𝑑10 of the grain size distribution curve.
𝑘 = 𝑐(𝑑10 )2
𝑘 = 1300[𝐼𝑜 + 0.025(𝑑50 − 𝑑10 )]2

(17)
(18)

When comparing the test data to that of the empirical values, it was observed that there was an
order of magnitude difference of 10-2. The cause for this difference could be attributed to the
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frictional resistance of the system. It was observed that there was a decrease in flow and elevation
head over time as shown in Figure 4-5. However, the permeability measurement neither is a
functionality of this equipment nor the goal of this project.

Figure 4 - 5. Typical Flow and Elevation Head of RSD Permeability Test

After the permeability test, an additional saturation period was allowed for up to two liters of
collected water flowing through the specimen. Then, the pore pressure sensor was de-aired by
closing the top vent and opening a port on the side of the sensor to allow a small amount of water
to flow through, which would push any possible trapped air out of the sensor. Upon de-airing the
sensor, the water supply was closed, and the vertical stress was increased to approximately 124
kPa with the system in an undrained state to determine the Skempton B-value parameter as an
indicator of the initial saturation level (Skempton et al. 1954). If the specimen achieved a B-value
greater than 95%, then the vertical stress would remain constant and IPS could commence. If the
B-value was not greater than 95%, in the first attempt, then multiple trial attempts were made
where the mean effective stress remained between 14 to 21 kPa and the pore pressure was
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controlled by the back pressure chamber. Each back pressure period was maintained for a
minimum of one hour before another B-value check was conducted. Typical B-values achieved in
the testing program ranged from 0.95 to 0.98. The Skempton B-value calculation in this study was
based on the derivation presented in soil mechanics texts books and corresponding studies due to
its ability to account for at-rest earth pressure and the internal effective friction angle, which can
be seen in Equation 19 (Skempton et al. 1954, Law and Holtz 1978, Holtz and Kovacs 1981, Miller
et al. 1994). The mean effective stress for this system during specimen preparation considers an
at-rest earth pressure condition between the soil and side walls of the RSD as shown in Equation
20.
∆𝑢

𝐵=1

2
∆𝜎 + (𝐾 ∆𝜎𝑣 −𝐾𝑜 ∆𝑢+∆𝑢)
3 𝑣 3 𝑜

(19)

𝐾𝑜 = 1 − sin 𝜙′
𝑝𝑜′ =

𝜎𝑣′ +2𝐾𝑜 𝜎𝑣′
3

(20)

where u is the change in pore pressure, v is the change in vertical pressure, Ko is the
coefficient of earth pressure at rest, ’ is the effective internal friction angle, and 𝜎𝑣′ is the effective
vertical stress.
To confirm full saturation, the degree of saturation (Sr) was back calculated from the B-value
using Equation 21. Using Equation 21 and adapting it for the UNH RSD system, the following
assumptions were made: Poisson’s ratio equals 0.49, water bulk modulus equals 2.18 GPa, and the
isotropic air bulk modulus equals 1.42 x 10-4 GPa. The soil bulk modulus was determined from
the soil’s compressibility, which was defined by the maximum shear modulus estimated using the
formulation presented by Seed and Idriss (1970). It should be noted that the mean effective stress
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was calculated from the final vertical stress measured at the end of the B-value check, considering
the series of assumptions. Equation 21 presents the function used in the B-value confirmation
process.

𝐵=

1
𝐾
1 + 𝑛( 𝐾𝑏 )
𝑓

𝐾𝑏 =

2𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 (1 + 𝜐)
3(1 − 2𝜐)

(21)

′ )0.5
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1000𝐾2𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝜎𝑚𝑜

𝐾2𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 15 + 0.6𝐷𝑟
where n is the porosity, 𝐾𝑏 is the bulk modulus of the soil, 𝐾𝑓 is the bulk modulus of the fluid,
𝐾𝑤 is the bulk modulus of water, 𝐾𝑎 is the isentropic bulk modulus of air assuming the presence
of entropy, 𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum shear modulus, 𝜐 is Poisson’s ratio, and Dr is the relative density.
Once a sufficient B-value was obtained from the saturation phase, the vertical stress was
brought to 124 kPa along with the back pressure removal, so that a mean effective stress of 48 kPa
was maintained. At the desired stress levels green jacks were placed underneath the bottom plate
to ensure no displacement during motion occurred due to possible volume fluctuations in the
bellows cylinder. The top valve was also disconnected from the system and the LVDT was
installed to account for any possible volume change during motion. For saturated specimens, cyclic
motion was applied to the specimen after the desired effective stress was achieved, but for IPS
specimens air injection was used to desaturate the specimen followed by cyclic motion.
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4.4 Induced Partial Saturation
To induce and control the saturation level in the soil specimen, the RSD system was modified
to enable IPS via air injection. The method of air injection was chosen due to its relatively minimal
injection duration and ease of implementation within the current ring shear system. When a
specimen was determined fully saturated via B-value checks from backpressure saturation, the
pore and vertical pressure were adjusted so that no significant pore pressure was present and that
at least 48 kPa of mean effective stress was available. At target stresses, the top valve was slightly
opened to allow for water to be displaced via IPS. The amount of displaced water per saturation
level was determined from phase relations of the soil specimens and is shown in Table 4-2. IPS
via air injection was implemented into the specimen through a single porous stone on the bottom
of the specimen chamber. As air was injected into the specimen, the displaced volume of water
was collected and measured to the desired saturation level.
Table 4 - 2. Required Water Displacement to Achieve Target Saturation Levels
Target Saturation Level

Required Displacement of Water (mL)

98%

20

95%

32

90%

52

85%

71

When injecting air into the soil specimen, the injection pressure should exceed the sum of
hydrostatic pressure and capillary pressure arising from the presence of soil (Marulanda et al.
2000). Marulanda et al. (2000) discussed that for granular materials with no tensile strength, the
air injection pressure must be less than the in-situ effective stress to avoid airflow-induced soil
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fissuring around the injection point. For this study, the formulation presented by Ogata et al. (2006)
was used to determine the maximum injection pressure at which fissuring was developed, as seen
in Equation 22. The injection pressures used in this study were less than 50% of that maximum
injection pressure to avoid any possible fluctuation above the limit due to the pneumatic system
and possible pore air pressure development within the specimen.
(𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑗 )𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 0.8(𝜎 ′ 𝑣 + 𝑃ℎ𝑦𝑑 )

(22)

where (Pinj )max is the maximum air injection pressure, σ′ v is the effective vertical pressure,
and Phyd is the hydrostatic pressure.
During injection, the pore pressure inside the chamber was measured by the differential
pressure transducer through the diametrically opposed porous stone. The injection time was based
on the time of collection of displaced water which usually took several minutes as presented by
Zeybek and Madabhushi (2017). This was desired in the development of the procedure to allow
the test to be conducted within a day. In other studies, as seen in Mousavi et al. (2021a) which
used microbial induced partial saturation (MIPS), the duration of aeration could take several hours
to reach the desired saturation level. To ensure that the test procedure in the RSD could be
performed within the desired time frame and to retain an efficient testing method, IPS by air
injection was chosen, although for materials with more fines content air injection may result in
soil fracturing (Okamura et al. 2011, Mousavi and Ghayoomi 2021a). Based on applied stresses
and using Equation 6, 17 kPa of air injection pressure was typically implemented. Once the
confirmed volume of water had been displaced, the system was closed to achieve an undrained
condition along with the installation of the LVDT.
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4.5 Dynamic and Monotonic Loading
A cyclic shear strain level of 7% was then applied at a frequency of 0.1 Hz to initiate
liquefaction triggering of saturated specimen. The frequency used in this study was based on
comparative parameters seen in Mousavi and Ghayoomi (2019). For some of the IPS specimens,
a shear strain level of 17% at a frequency of 0.1 Hz was also applied. After sufficient excess pore
pressure generation as defined by the excess pore pressure ratio, the servo-motor switched to
monotonic motion after liquefaction initiation and continued in the direction of shearing based on
the position of oscillation as shown in Figure 4-6 for an IPS specimen. Monotonic motions were
set to induce shear strain rates of 6% and then 11% per second for one revolution of each rate
applied to measure the residual strength. Additional rates of 55% and then 99% were applied to
measure the strain rate dependency of Sur.

Figure 4 - 6. Strain-Controlled Loading for IPS Specimen

The cyclic strain levels chosen in this study were based on monotonic testing performed to
investigate the liquefaction resistance of the system. During monotonic testing it was observed that
liquefaction initiation would occur within 0.05 revolutions. Using the angular displacement
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observed in the monotonic test as a maximum threshold, the shear strain level was adjusted to 7%
as this was experimentally verified to liquify saturated specimens. When residual strength testing
was conducted for partially saturated samples, it was observed that a shear strain level of 7% was
not sufficient to achieve a liquified state. The shear strain level was then adjusted to 17% so that
liquefaction could be achieved for partially saturated specimens as well as saturated specimens but
would not surpass the maximum threshold determined by monotonic testing. The initial monotonic
rate of 6% /s was chosen so that a considerable range of residual data points could be measured
after liquefaction. Other monotonic shearing rates were then selected with approximately twice the
angular velocity of the previous rate to reach high velocities as observed in flow liquefaction cases.
4.6 Post-Test Procedures
Upon completion of the tests, the green jacks underneath the bottom plate were removed and
the vertical stress was reduced while opening the top ring to release the pore pressure and possible
suction within the specimen chamber. Once the pressures were released, the mid-plate was
unbolted, and a series of C-clamps were used to anchor the bottom plate to the frame of the RSD
to avoid damaging the bellows cylinder. The top ring was then hoisted up by the winch. When
raising the top ring, this procedure was conducted slowly to allow suction to dissipate through the
IPS port and the O-rings. The O-rings were then removed and washed using Dawn dish soap and
water to remove any sand particles.
In addition to torsional soil tests, the frictional resistance of the system was also measured.
This was performed by repeating the same testing conditions on a chamber filled with de-aired
water. To correct Sur readings for the frictional resistance of the system, the torque measured during
the test with de-aired water was subtracted from the torque readings made during a test with a soil
specimen.
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4.7 Testing Program
All specimens were prepared to a target relative density of 45%, with an acceptable tolerance
of ± 5% deviation from the target. The initial consolidation phase of the testing procedure
compressed the specimen to a mean effective stress of approximately 48 kPa which allowed for
slight deviation of relative density from the measured deposited relative density.
A series of tests were performed based on different testing conditions which is indicated by
the ID number in Table 4-3. For fully saturated specimens the testing included monotonic tests,
cyclic and monotonic tests at different confinement levels. The soil specimens were cyclically
loaded at a shear strain amplitude of 7% at a frequency of 0.1 Hz, and typically liquefied within
one cycle. The frequency for cyclic motion was chosen based on other cyclic liquefaction studies
to be comparable to published literature. Different monotonic shear strain rates were applied after
liquefaction at rates of 6%/s, 11%/s, 55%/s, and 99%/s. For IPS specimens, the testing program
included cyclically loaded specimens at 7% level to measure the liquefaction resistance and at 17%
for complete liquefaction followed by monotonic motions to measure the residual strength. A set
of compression tests were also performed at different IPS levels to check the Skempton B-values
and investigate excess pore pressure generation.
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Table 4 - 3. RSD Testing Program

Specimen ID

Saturation
Level (%)

Mean
Effective
Stress
(kPa)

Vertical
Pressure
(kPa)

Cyclic Strain
(%, Hz)

Monotonic
Strain
(%/sec)

S100P48TM1

100

48

130

-

6,11,55,99

S100P48T07

100

48

125

7, 0.1

6, 11, 55, 99

S100P101T07

100

101

192

7, 0.1

6, 11, 55, 99

S100P50T07

100

50

90

7, 0.1

6, 11, 55, 99

S100P26T07

100

26

50

7, 0.1

6, 11, 55, 99

S100P50T07

100

50

90

17, 0.1

6, 11, 55, 99

P98P51T17

98

51

92

17, 0.1

6, 11, 55, 99

P93P49T17

93

49

90

17, 0.1

6, 11, 55, 99

P94P51T17

94

51

92

17, 0.1

6, 11, 55, 99

P92P50T17

92

50

90

17, 0.1

6, 11, 55, 99

P94P50T07

94

50

91

7, 0.1

-

P90P50T17

90

50

92

17, 0.1

6, 11, 55, 99

P90P48T17

90

48

90

17, 0.1

6, 11, 55, 99

P90P46T07

90

46

87

7, 0.1

-

P85P47T17

85

47

89

17, 0.1

6, 11, 55, 99

P85P50T17

85

50

91

17, 0.1

6, 11, 55, 99

P85P50T07

85

50

91

7, 0.1

-

* Specimen ID description: The first letter S/P indicates saturated or partially saturated specimen
followed by the degree of saturation in percentage. Then PXX presents the initial mean effective
stress. Finally, TXX shows the applied shear strain value in percentage.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Pore Pressure Generation
A comparison of the pore pressure generation response of specimens undergoing only cyclic
motion at different saturation levels is presented in Figure 5-1(a). The excess pore pressure ratio
(ru), as shown in Equation 23, was used to define the pore pressure response and when liquefaction
may occur. ru calculation was based on the initial mean effective stress (𝑝𝑜′ ) to account for the
confining pressure from the side walls of the system as excess pore pressure (Δu) increased. The
′
𝜎𝑚𝑜
was calculated similar to that in Equation 20 with an estimated Ko of 0.36.

𝑟𝑢 =

∆𝑢
𝑝𝑜′

(23)

For saturated specimens, liquefaction was triggered and ru=1 was achieved within one cycle at
a shear strain amplitude of 7%. All tests were strain-controlled so that the shear stresses applied
could be accurately measured in either shearing direction. Once liquefied, the shearing condition
was switched to monotonic.
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Figure 5 - 1. Excess Pore Pressure Generation of Saturated and IPS Specimens

The results show that, using the same shear strain amplitude of 7%, liquefaction did not occur
after 20 cycles were applied for partially saturated specimens, although significant pore water
pressure was generated. This observation is consistent with previous studies on seismic
performance of IPS specimens and further verifies the effectiveness of IPS as a liquefaction
mitigation technique (Yoshimi et al. 1989, Okamura and Soga 2006, Eseller-Bayat et al. 2013,
Mousavi and Ghayoomi 2021a). While a 20 cycle maximum duration was used in this study, the
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pore pressure generation could be affected with changes in shear strain level and number of cycles
as a result of a shear-strain controlled test method used in this study (Dobry et al. 1982, VasquezHerrera and Dobry 1989). The difference in the maximum value of ru, when compared with other
studies, can be attributed to the method of air injection and that uniform distribution of discrete
gas bubbles may not have been produced throughout the specimen (Zeybek and Madabhushi
2017).
To further evaluate the measured pore pressure values in partially saturated soils the results
from cyclic tests were compared with the estimated ru based on the models proposed by Zeybek
and Madabhusi (2019) and Mousavi et al. (2021a), as in Equations 24 and 25, respectively, shown
in Figure 5-1(b).
𝑟𝑢−𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡
= 0.7𝑆𝑟12 + 0.3
𝑟𝑢−𝑠𝑎𝑡

(24)

where 𝑟𝑢−𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 is the excess pore pressure ratio for partially saturated soils, 𝑟𝑢−𝑠𝑎𝑡 is the excess
pore water ratio for saturated soils, and Sr is the saturation level. In this study 𝑟𝑢−𝑠𝑎𝑡 was assumed
to be one based on the definition provided by Zeybek and Madabhusi (2019) and that used in this
study. If the criterion for liquefaction were to be defined differently as that shown in Mele and
Flora (2019), then the model would need to be re-evaluated based on the criterion used. It should
be noted that the model presented by Zeybek and Madabhusi (2019) is only for saturation levels
ranging from 0.7 to 1.0. Zeybek and Madabhusi stated that their presented formulation should be
applied with caution as it may underestimate ru values for partially saturated soils at low confining
stresses and high saturation levels because free field layers of the partially saturated soils may not
be capable of reaching ru values of 1.
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𝑟𝑢,𝑁 =

𝑝 × 𝑓 × 𝑁 × 𝐹 × (𝛾 − 𝛾𝑡𝑣𝑝 )𝑠
1 + 𝑓 × 𝑁 × 𝐹 × (𝛾 − 𝛾𝑡𝑣𝑝 )𝑠

(25)

where 𝑓 is a dimensionality factor assumed to be 1 or 2 based on the pore pressure being induced
(1) or shaken (2); 𝑁 is the number of cycles applied, 𝛾 is the shear strain level, 𝛾𝑡𝑣𝑝 is the threshold
shear strain level, and 𝐹, 𝑝, and 𝑠 are fitting parameters that depend on the soil’s volumetric
deformation potential. In this study 𝐹, 𝑝, 𝑠, and 𝑓 were assumed to be one. 𝛾𝑡𝑣𝑝 was assumed to
be 0.011% due to no fines content present in the tested specimens.
As shown in Figure 5-1, the models and the RSD results are in reasonable agreement specially
in very high degrees of saturation. However, the model slightly overpredicts the generated pore
water pressure. This could be attributed to the testing methods, stress paths, strain levels, and the
range of tested degrees of saturation.
In further investigation of the pore pressure generation within the RSD, it was observed that
the pore pressure reading would surpass the vertical confining stress level, resulting in a negative
effect stress after liquefaction. The sudden increase in pore pressure was consistent for both
saturated and unsaturated specimens at shear strain levels required to achieve a liquified state. This
observation was initially noticed during cyclic motion but also seen during monotonic motion, and
was considered inconsistent with published literature on liquefaction.
To determine the cause of the irregularity in pore pressure, a constant monotonic shear strain
rate test was conducted on a fully saturated specimen. Before motion, the specimen achieved a
mean effective stress of 48 kPa, corresponding to a vertical stress of 130 kPa as noted in Table 43. Monotonic shear rates applied in this test were consistent with that applied in liquefied
specimen. During the first monotonic loading round, it was observed that the pore pressure
surpassed the confining stress within half a revolution and was further determined that the pore
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pressure irregularity occurred after a certain angular displacement was achieved by the top ring as
shown in Figure 5-2.

Figure 5 - 2. Stress Results from Monotonic Test

While both the effective stress and pore pressure levels mirror each other, it can be observed
that there is virtually no change in the vertical confining stress. This observation led to the
assumption that the earth pressure applied onto the specimen was not constant during shearing.
When reviewing literature on strain levels required to change from different earth pressure states,
it was evaluated that the shear strain level applied to RSD specimen could have reached the
threshold for the passive state in the direction of shearing given the typical range as reported for
cohesionless soils and shown in Figure 5-3 (Bowles et al. 1996, Coduto et al. 2001). It was then
considered that once a certain angular displacement was achieved, the specimen would transition
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from an at-rest to a passive condition in the direction of shearing. Thus, requiring an additional
pore pressure limit to liquify the specimen due to an increase in the mean effective stress as a result
of the increasing shear strain level.

Figure 5 - 3. Range of Earth Pressure Coefficients for both Cohesive and Cohesionless Soils
(Bowles et al. 1996)

Even though a passive state may have been theoretically reached in the direction of shearing,
this does not consider the earth pressure acting at the side walls of the specimen. While the
deflections of the specimen chamber side walls were considered to be negligible in this study, there
could have been fluctuations as a result from the soil, side wall, and O-ring interaction during
motion. Due to the large range of values to transition from different earth pressure conditions and
the uncertainty in which earth pressure mechanism is being mobilized, the at-rest earth pressure
condition was used in this study to represent the effective stress levels in the specimen. Thus, the
pore pressure level required to liquify the specimen despite any fluctuation in the earth pressure
condition was always achieved and considered sufficient for the scope of this study. This further
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affected the shear strain levels applied to specimens so that liquefaction was always achieved
despite the irregularity of the pore pressure readings. Further assessment into the earth pressures
acting upon the specimen should be conducted to confirm the observations made in this study.
While the pore pressure generation of IPS specimens were observed during dynamic motion,
a static test was conducted to measure the Skempton B-value as shown in Figure 5-4. After
achieving a fully saturated state, air was injected into the specimens to reach a saturation level of
95%. After the initial desaturation phase, the vertical stress was increased to measure the excess
pore pressure. Once the first B-value reading was recorded the excess pore pressure was allowed
to dissipate through the top ring and desaturation of the specimens was performed again. Upon
achieving the desired saturation level the vertical stress was increased again. This procedure was
repeated at saturation levels of 90%, 85%, and 80%. The total volume of water expelled from the
specimen in each desaturation step was concurrently measured to confirm the saturation level
before the increase in vertical stress. From the static test it was determined that a 5% reduction in
saturation results in a B-value less than 50%. To verify the measured saturation levels, Equation
21 was used to back calculate the degree of saturation from the B-value reading.

Figure 5 - 4. Saturation Level versus Skempton B-value
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As shown in Figure 5-4, there is sufficient agreement between the measured and calculated
saturation levels but slightly differ due to assumptions made in the analysis. Despite not being
cyclically loaded, the derivation presented by Mousavi et al. (2021a) for pore pressure generation
can sufficiently convey the observations made in the static loading condition while considering the
volumetric effects that could be induced onto the specimen. While it was not investigated in the
duration of this study, it was theorized that when the top ring was set to dissipate the excess pore
pressure, certain amounts of discrete bubbles were allowed to dissipate out of the specimen as
well.
5.2 Residual Strength of Saturated Specimens
To measure the soil residual strength regardless of the initial degree of saturation and liquefy
IPS specimens, it was determined experimentally that a shear strain amplitude of 17% was
sufficient. Figure 5-5 demonstrates the shear stress changes in transition from cyclic loading that
caused liquefaction within one cycle to monotonic shearing capturing the liquefied residual
strength. The residual strength is shown for two revolutions at different strain rates. Due to the
change in dynamic motion in the O-rings as the transition from cyclic to monotonic motion
occurred, an increase in shear stress was observed due the O-rings changing from relatively static
to dynamic state. This increase in shear stress after liquefaction was considered as the shear force
required to overcome the frictional resistance of the O-rings resulting from the change in dynamic
motion. After the stress reading reached an average value, Sur, was measured for each monotonic
strain rate.
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Figure 5 - 5. Sur Determination from Experimental Data

It was observed that an approximate 60% increase occurred in Sur of saturated specimens, an
approximate 40% increase occurred in Sur of partially saturated specimens up to a saturation level
of 95%, and an approximately 3% increase occurred in Sur of specimens with saturation levels of
90% to 85%, as the shear strain rates increased from 6% to 11% per second. The magnitude of the
change in Sur was attributed to the change of angular velocity. It should be noted that when dealing
with large changes in strain rate, Sur should not be considered a single value as stated by de Alba
and Ballestero (2006) due to the impacts of sliding velocity. To verify the performance of RSD
system, the experimentally measured residual strength values for saturated specimens were
compared with other Sur data reported in the literature. These include reported normalized residual
shear strength to initial vertical effective stress values: (1) case history data by Seed et al. (1987)
and Seed and Harder (1990); (2) laboratory data by Olson and Stark (2002), Hargy et al. (2011),
Sandoval et al. (2010a), and Dewoolkar et al. (2015); and (3) the recommended empirical curves
by Robertson et al. (2010) and Idriss and Boulanger (2014). These comparisons were made for the
normalized residual strength for soils with different corrected SPT or modified CPT values, shown
in Figure 5-6. The SPT and CPT values corresponding to the relative densities in this study were
estimated using Equations 26 and 27, as presented by Dewoolkar et al. (2015).
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(𝑁1 )60𝑐𝑠 = 46(
𝑞𝑐1𝑁 ≈ 250(

𝐷𝑟 2
)
100

𝐷𝑟 2
)
100

(26)
(27)

where (𝑁1 )60𝑐𝑠 is the corrected SPT blow count for clean sand, 𝑞𝑐1𝑁 is the cone penetration
resistance for clean sand, and Dr is the relative density.
Empirical trends based on case history data were generated from formulations presented by
Idriss and Boulanger et al. (2014) for both the SPT and CPT as shown in Equation 28.

3

(𝑁1 )60𝑐𝑠
(𝑁1 )60𝑐𝑠 − 16
𝑆𝑢𝑟
= exp (
+(
) − 3) ≤ tan 𝜙 ′
′
𝜎𝑣𝑜
16
21.2
3

(𝑁1 )60𝑐𝑠
(𝑁1 )60𝑐𝑠 − 16
𝑆𝑢𝑟
(𝑁1 )60𝑐𝑠
= exp (
+(
) − 3) × (1 + exp (
− 6.6)) ≤ tan 𝜙 ′
′
𝜎𝑣𝑜
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Tests were performed on saturated specimens under different initial vertical effective stresses
(including the repeated tests), all shown in Figure 5-6. The data from the current study (i.e.,
measured residual strength at 6%/s strain rate) was within the general scatter of reported SPT
values. When compared to the recommended empirical curves presented by Idriss and Boulanger
(2014), the test results had a difference of about 0.03 from normalized residual strength at the
corresponding (𝑁1 )60𝑐𝑠 presented in the curve. This indicates that regardless of the initial
confinement, negligible effects of void re-distribution could be considered for the normalized data
from the ring shear tests.
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Figure 5 - 6. RSD Sur Results Compared to SPT (a) and CPT (b) Field Values

The RSD Sur values were not considered significantly affected by void re-distribution of the
soil particles due to the similar observed trend as the negligible void re-distribution trend proposed
by Idriss and Boulanger (2014). When considering other theoretical and empirical trends for CPT
data, the results from saturated specimens were in better agreement with the trend proposed by
Olson and Stark (2002) as well as Robertson et al. (2010) than that presented by Idriss and
Boulanger (2014). The CPT trends compared well with the experimental data due to penetration
resistance being dependent on density and effective confining pressure, and the conservative
approach taken by the respective authors. While the SPT trends are also dependent on density and
effective confining pressure, the cause for possible deviations from expected trends could be
attributed to assumptions made when correlating laboratory results to that of field parameters.
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5.3 Residual Strength of Induced Partially Saturated Specimens
IPS specimens were tested with an adjusted cyclic shear strain level of 17% to trigger
liquefaction, followed by Sur measurement similar to the saturated specimens. Target saturation
levels were 98%, 95%, 90%, and 85% including some repeated tests. Figure 5-7(a) shows the
changes of Sur with different initial degrees of saturation. Also, to follow standard protocols, the
normalized Sur values based on the approach presented by Olson and Stark (2002) (i.e.,
normalization by the pre-shearing mean effective stress) are shown in Figure 5-7(b).

Figure 5 - 7. Effect of Sr on Sur and Sur/p’o
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In both figures, residual strength values increased by decreasing the degree of saturation. To
better capture the contrast between Sur values of IPS specimens to those of saturated soils, the
residual strength of desaturated soils were added to Figure 5-6 and presented in Figure 5-8. Even
with scatter in the data, the amount of scatter between the data points at similar saturation levels
appeared minimal and Sur values were consistent with testing conditions. This signifies that the
saturation level of soils contributes to Sur along with confinement and density at high strain levels.

Figure 5 - 8. Combined Sur data for saturated and partially saturated soils

In the past, liquefaction resistance of partial saturated specimens have shown to be sensitive to
the initial saturation level and confining pressure (Yoshimi et al. 1989, Ogata and Okamura 2006).
However, the results presented herein signified similar sensitivity of these parameters on the
residual strength. Kamata et al. (2009) further explained that the cause for this observation could
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be attributed to the effect of discrete air bubbles on the compressibility of partially saturated soils.
Despite an undrained condition, a change in compressibility could result in increased soil strength
due to the soil behaving as a partially drained state. It was observed in this study from the IPS
experimental data that densification indeed did occur during cyclic loading due to volume change
occurring as shown in Table 5-1. Also, the volume change were higher in soils with lower degrees
of saturation.
Table 5 - 1. Densification of IPS Specimens from Cyclic Loading
Pre-

Pre-

Pre-

Post-

Post-

Post-

Shearing

Liquefaction

Liquefaction

Liquefaction

Liquefaction

Liquefaction

Dr

(N1)60cs

qc1N

Dr

(N1)60cs

qc1N

P98P51T17

45%

10

52

54%

13

73

P93P49T17

45%

10

52

64

19

103

P94P51T17

45%

9

51

60

17

90

P92P50T17

45%

9

51

62

17

95

P90P50T17

45%

9

52

60

17

90

P90P48T17

45%

9

51

64

19

103

P85P47T17

45%

10

52

62

17

95

P85P50T17

45%

9

51

63

18

99

Specimens
ID

To test the viability of normalized plots to capture the pre-shearing (post-liquefaction) density,
the normalized Sur value is shown in Figure 5-9. This includes data with and without consideration
of cyclic-induced volume change. The densification effect is reflected in estimated SPT or CPT
values from the post-liquefaction relative density.
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Figure 5 - 9. Effect of densification on normalized Sur data

The data suggests that regardless of the degree of saturation, empirical correlations may
provide a reasonable estimate for residual strength, albeit with the correction for post-liquefaction
densification. In general, an increase in residual strength of desaturated soils may provide another
incentive for application of IPS for liquefaction mitigation. However, the resultant volume change
should be carefully considered.
5.4 Effect of Strain Rate on Residual Strength
In addition to determining Sur of saturated and IPS specimens, the strain rate-dependency of
Sur, as presented by de Alba and Ballestero (2006) was also investigated. As discussed earlier,
different monotonic shear strain rates were applied consecutively but all were less than 100%; i.e.,
6, 11, 55, and 99% (de Alba and Ballestero 2006). As shown in Figure 5-10, the experimental data
mark a general increase in Sur as strain rate increased.
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Figure 5 - 10. Effect of Strain Rate Dependency on Sur

This is consistent with reported trends in literature (Sandoval et al. 2010b). Importantly, the
higher residual strength in partially saturated soils was consistently captured regardless of shearing
rate, which indicates the effectiveness of IPS at different strain rate. Equation 1 was used to
estimate Sur from test conditions and was compared with experimental data for fully saturated
specimens. A single estimated trend, based on the target parameters, was generated. It was
assumed that the parameters presented by Sandoval et al. (2010a) could be adopted and modified
since the materials between the studies were both considered as clean sands. The empirical
parameters, K and m, were considered in this study to be 4.5 and 0.5, respectively. τo was
determined to be 4 kPa.
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As stated by Sandoval et al. (2010a), τo is a artificial value and was considered as a curve fitting
parameter. The empirical fitted curve can provide a relatively good representation of the
experimental data. As shown in Figure 5-10, the trends for saturated and partially saturated
specimens compare well, with more scatter for IPS specimens. Further research is needed to
capture strain rate-dependency amongst multiple soil types and phase states.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
A custom-built ring shear device (RSD) was modified to allow air injection to saturated
specimens to measure the residual strength (Sur) of induced partially saturated specimens at high
strain levels. When investigating the resistance to liquefaction, IPS specimens could prevent
liquefaction at a shear strain amplitude of 7% at 0.1 Hz for 20 cycles. This observation further
verified the capability of IPS as a mitigation technique and compared well with available
formulations for excess pore pressure generation. The results from the investigation into the
residual strength indicated:
•

An increase in strength with a reduction in degree of saturation, which was further
determined to be a result of the change in the soil’s compressibility due to the presence
of discrete air bubbles and also the densification due to partial drainage.

•

When compared with alternative test methods that estimated Sur, the data from this
study agrees with the general scatter and theoretical trends presented from other studies
for both saturated and IPS specimens.

•

When normalized and corrected for post-liquefaction densification, the results
displayed a similar trend for IPS and fully saturated specimens. This further verifies
the performance of IPS as a mitigation technique and the potential shear strength of the
treated soils in a liquefied state.

•

It was observed that the residual strength does increase with an increase strain rate for
both saturated and IPS specimens. While further research should be conducted, the
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results showed that for both saturated and partially saturated specimens that Sur is
dependent on the shear strain rate in a liquefied state. This presents that there is not an
individual value for Sur and considering it as a Newtonian fluid may be more
appropriate in debris-flow case studies.
Overall, IPS not only can provide an effective liquefaction mitigation measure, but it also
helps increase the stability of liquefied soils by increasing their residual strength. However, this
should be adopted cautiously as it comes with a cost of meaningful densification in liquefied soils.
6.2 Future Work and Modifications
While the ring shear system used in this study is capable of measuring the residual strength of
both saturated and partially saturated specimens, further modifications and potential research
topics are recommended to improve the test procedure and to allow for continuation of research.
Within the system, different means of vertical load application should be investigated due to nonlinearity in loading from the Bellows Cylinder as detailed in Figure A-5 of Appendix A. The nonlinearity presents a potential concern in the output of the source and consistency in load
application. It would be recommended to use a hydraulic system to apply vertical load to eliminate
the non-linearity as observed in the Bellows cylinder and to avoid any fluctuation above or below
the desired load from the manual pneumatic system. Servo-valves would also need to be
considered in addition to the hydraulic system so that the pressure can become automated rather
than controlled by manual pressure regulators.
To improve the frictional resistance within the system it would be recommended that a finer
gear head ratio be used to reduce the system backlash, the available space between the gear tooth
and circular pitch (Schultz et al. 2004). The reduction in backlash would reduce potential binding
as dynamic motion is initiated or changed between different strain rates. It is also recommended
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that another quadrature encoder, similar to that included in the servo-motor, should be installed in
line with the top ring of the system to assist in dynamic data acquisition. Implementing this
additional sensor will improve shear strain rate measurements and could provide as another means
of torque measurement. Another consideration for the dynamic profiling of the system would be
to consider another type of servo-motor to apply sinusoidal motion rather than S-Curve profiling.
Regarding data acquisition, all sensors should be recalibrated or replaced before another study is
conducted with the system used in this thesis. While significant improvements were made to the
LabVIEW software in this study, modifications to the block diagram should be made so that
motion profiling can be controlled within LabVIEW. Another beneficial adjustment would be to
adjust the coding to account for the mean effective stress of the system so that when the pore
pressure threshold can be set based off live data during a test instead of a single value calculated
by the operator.
Modifications and adjustments to the specimen chamber should be made regarding saturation
and dynamic loading. Replacement of the porous stones machined into the bottom of the specimen
chamber require destructive methods in replacing the stones when needed. To avoid potential
damage to the system, it would be recommended to re-machine the porous stone ports where ease
of replacement can be achieved. For further research into unsaturated soils, the proposed ports
should also be constructed so that high air entry value discs can be inserted and used. While two
saturation ports exist in the specimen chamber, additional ports should be machined in both the
specimen chamber and the top ring to improve saturation techniques. Due to the significant use of
the specimen chamber, it is suggested that the specimen chamber be either re-machined or sanded
so that the roughness of the side walls can be reduced. It was noticed throughout the study that a
major factor in the frictional resistance in the system came from the side wall and O-ring
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interaction. Therefore, investigation and modifications into the O-rings and O-ring grooves should
be conducted so that resistance can be further minimized.
Implementation of the proposed modifications would also present for potential research in
other fields of study, such as unsaturated soils. While saturated and partially saturated soils were
investigated in this study, the current system can be modified to investigate the residual strength
of multiple materials in different saturation states. In addition, the strain rate dependency can also
be further investigated in other liquifiable materials; thus, resulting in adjustments in the empirical
parameters presented by Sandoval et al. (2010b). While the earth pressures acting on the specimen
were considered in this study, further investigation should be conducted to understand the full
response of the RSD system and the cause for the irregular jump in pore pressure. The ratio of
residual strength to peak shear strength for both saturated and partially saturated soils should be
further investigated to evaluate the strength loss observed after liquefaction. This would then
provide a performance criterion for residual strength testing in RSDs. The ratio could also provide
further insight on the effect of saturation on the strength loss observed in liquefied soils. A
combination of both numerical and physical modeling should be conducted to further assess how
earth pressures are applied onto different planes of the soil element. The finite element method
would be recommended for numerical modeling of the RSD system in conjunction to additional
sensors to measure side wall friction or deflection.
Since air injection was the IPS method used in this study, other methods should be used for
further evaluation. Similar methods have been used in evaluation of pore pressure generation (i.e.
electrolysis, MIPS, biological interaction, etc.), but alternative methods should be used at varying
saturation levels to further compare how different methods perform based on the testing
conditions. In addition, different materials should be used to further refine theoretical models such
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as that proposed by Eseller-Bayat et al. (2013), Zeybek and Madabhushi (2019), and Mousavi et
al. (2021a). While a certain shear strain level was determined sufficient to liquefy IPS specimens
in this study, further investigation should be conducted on the liquefaction triggering of IPS
specimens. Regarding residual strength testing of IPS specimens, different methods of IPS should
be used to further evaluate the residual response and should be compared if improvements are
observed based on the desaturation method and stress path. The residual strength achieved should
then be correlated back to the allowable capacity for structures in the case of liquefaction. While
this study investigated the post liquefaction strength of IPS specimens, further correlation should
be made to the performance of this mitigation technique.
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APPENDIX A: RING SHEAR CALIBRATION RESULTS
A.1 Load Cell Calibration Data

Figure A - 1. Load Cell 1 Calibration Sheet
87

Figure A - 2. Load Cell 2 Calibration Sheet

88

A.2 Pore Pressure Transducer Calibration Data

Figure A - 3. Pore Pressure Transducer Calibration Curve on 4/7/2021

89

A.3 Bellow Cylinder Pressure Transducer Calibration Data and Manufacturer Notes

Figure A - 4. Bellows Cylinder Transducer Calibration Curve on 4/7/2021

90

Figure A - 5. Bellows Cylinder Manufacturer Theoretical Curves (FESTO 2004)

91

A.4 Torque Sensor Calibration Data

Figure A - 6. Torque Transducer Calibration Curve on 3/16/2021

92

Figure A - 7. Torque Calibration Test Setup
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A.5 LVDT Calibration Data

Figure A - 8. LVDT Calibration Curve on 12/14/2020

94

APPENDIX B: MOTION PLANNER CODE

B.1 Motion Planner Code for Cyclic Motion of Fully Saturated Specimens
;*****************************************************************************
;PROGRAM 7 OSCILLATES A SET NUMBER OF TIMES AND FINISHES UNLESS INPUT
#1
;IS ACTIVATED. IF INPUT #1 IS ACTIVATED JUMP TO CONSTANT ROTATE
PROGRAM #12 OR PROGRAM #4
;USES VARI1 AND VARI2 FOR DISTANCE PARAMETERS
;MONITOR A AND MONITOR B
;*****************************************************************************
DEL PROG7
DEF PROG7

WAIT(IN.2=B1)

VARI1=3500
MOVEMENT
VARI2=VARI1*-1

;THIS IS A START BUTTON ON LABVIEW

;SECOND ANGULAR MOVEMENT AND OVERALL DESIGN
;SET OSCILLATE

PSET0

;SET ENCODER POSITION TO ZERO

DRIVE1

;ENABLE MOTOR

COMEXC0

;DISABLE CONTINUOUS COMMAND EXECUTION

MA0

;ENABLE INCREMENTAL POSITIONING

MC0

;ENABLE PREDEFINED DISTANCE MOTION

LH0

;DISABLE BOTH HARDWARE LIMITS

DMONAV24

;MONITOR

DMONBV5

;MONITOR
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A1
AA0.5

;ACCEL AND VELOCITY SETTINGS

AD1
ADA0.5
V60

L20

;LOOP 20 TIMES

D(VARI2)

;NEGATIVE DIRECTION FOR FIRST MOVE

GO
IF(IN.1=B1)
LABVIEW

;IF INPUT1 IS HIGH IS FOR PORE PRESSURE LIMIT ON

JUMP PROG12

;JUMP TO CW ROTATE PROGRAM

NIF
D(VARI1)

;POSITIVE DIRECTION FOR SECOND MOVE

GO
IF(IN.1=B1)

;IF INPUT1 IS HIGH

JUMP PROG4;JUMP TO CCW ROTATE PROGRAM
NIF

LN

END
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B.2 Motion Planner Code for Cyclic Motion of IPS Specimens
;*****************************************************************************
;PROGRAM 7 OSCILLATES A SET NUMBER OF TIMES AND FINISHES UNLESS INPUT
#1
;IS ACTIVATED. IF INPUT #1 IS ACTIVATED JUMP TO CONSTANT ROTATE
PROGRAM #12 OR PROGRAM #4
;USES VARI1 AND VARI2 FOR DISTANCE PARAMETERS
;MONITOR A AND MONITOR B
;*****************************************************************************
DEL PROG7
DEF PROG7

WAIT(IN.2=B1)

VARI1=9000
MOVEMENT
VARI2=VARI1*-1

;THIS IS A START BUTTON ON LABVIEW

;SECOND ANGULAR MOVEMENT AND OVERALL DESIGN
;SET OSCILLATE

PSET0

;SET ENCODER POSITION TO ZERO

DRIVE1

;ENABLE MOTOR

COMEXC0

;DISABLE CONTINUOUS COMMAND EXECUTION

MA0

;ENABLE INCREMENTAL POSITIONING

MC0

;ENABLE PREDEFINED DISTANCE MOTION

LH0

;DISABLE BOTH HARDWARE LIMITS

DMONAV24

;MONITOR

DMONBV5

;MONITOR
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A1
AA0.5

;ACCEL AND VELOCITY SETTINGS

AD1
ADA0.5
V60

L20

;LOOP 20 TIMES

D(VARI2)

;NEGATIVE DIRECTION FOR FIRST MOVE

GO
IF(IN.1=B1)
LABVIEW

;IF INPUT1 IS HIGH IS FOR PORE PRESSURE LIMIT ON

JUMP PROG12

;JUMP TO CW ROTATE PROGRAM

NIF
D(VARI1)

;POSITIVE DIRECTION FOR SECOND MOVE

GO
IF(IN.1=B1)

;IF INPUT1 IS HIGH

JUMP PROG4;JUMP TO CCW ROTATE PROGRAM
NIF

LN

END
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B.3 Motion Planner Code for Monotonic Motion in Counterclockwise Direction
;*****************************************************************************
;PROGRAM 4 INCREMENTALLY ROTATES COUNTER CLOCKWISE FOR 4
REVOLUTIONS (TIMES 40TO1 GEARHEAD)
;*****************************************************************************
DEL PROG4
DEF PROG4
PSET0
COMEXC1

;ENABLE CONTINUOUS COMMAND EXECUTION

MC1

;CONTINUOUS MOTION SETTING

A0.1
AA0.05
AD0.1
ADA0.05
V0.05
GO1

;START MOTION

WAIT(PE=320000)

;WAIT FOR 1 REVS

V0.1
GO1
WAIT(PE=640000)
V0.5
GO1
WAIT(PE=960000)
V1
GO1
WAIT(PE>1280000)
S

;STOP MOTION

COMEXC0

;DISABLE CONTINUOUS COMMAND EXECUTION

DRIVE0

;DISABLE MOTOR

END
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B.4 Motion Planner Code for Monotonic Motion in Clockwise Direction
;*****************************************************************************
;PROGRAM 12 INCREMENTALLY ROTATES CLOCKWISE FOR 4 REVOLUTIONS
(TIMES 40TO1 GEARHEAD)
;*****************************************************************************
DEL PROG12
DEF PROG12
PSET0
COMEXC1

;ENABLE CONTINUOUS COMMAND EXECUTION

MC1

;CONTINUOUS MOTION SETTING

A0.1
AA0.05
AD0.1
ADA0.05
V0.05
GO1

;START MOTION

WAIT(PE=-320000)

;WAIT FOR 1 REVS

V0.1
GO1
WAIT(PE=-640000)
V0.5
GO1
WAIT(PE=-960000)
V1
GO1
WAIT(PE<-1280000)
S

;STOP MOTION

COMEXC0

;DISABLE CONTINUOUS COMMAND EXECUTION

DRIVE0

;DISABLE MOTOR

END
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APPENDIX C: LABVIEW BLOCK DIAGRAM

Figure C - 1. RSD LabView Block Diagram Section A
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Figure C - 2. RSD LabView Block Diagram Section B
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APPENDIX D: MATLAB SCRIPT

D.1 Matlab Script to Determine Degree of Saturation
%This script is used to back calculate the degree of saturation from the
%Skempton B-Value%

clear;clc;
Dr = 45; %May need to change based on actual Dr%
Dre = Dr/100;
e = 0.8-Dre*(0.8-0.49); %void Ratio%
n= e/(1+e); %porosity%
v = 0.49; %poisson Ratio%
B= 0.97;%B-value recorded

%Constant Parameters
syms Sr
Kw = 2.18; %bulk modulus of water in GPa%
K2max = 15+0.6*Dr;
sigmav = 211; %confining pressure in kPa during consolidation phase%
ko = 0.36;

sigmah = sigmav*ko;
sigmam = (sigmav+2*sigmah)/3; %actual effective confining pressure at end of B-Value step%
Gmax = 1000*K2max*(sigmam/(1000*1000)).^0.5; %Shear Modulus from Seed and Idriss
1970%
Kb = ((2*Gmax*(1+v))/(3*(1-2*v)))/(1000.^2); %Bulk modulus of soil in GPa%
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%B-Value from Bishop 1973
Ka = 1.42e-4; %Isentropic bulk modulus in GPa of air assuming entropy is present%
Kf = ((Sr/Kw)+((1-Sr)/Ka)).^-1;
Patm = 101; %atmospheric pressure in psi%
eqn1 = 1/(1+n*(Kb/Kf)) == B;
format longG
S = double(solve(eqn1,Sr))*100
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D.2 Matlab Script to (N1)60cs and qc1N from Alternative Trends
clear;clc;
syms x y Q Sur
S=0.13; %from experimental results
A=x/16;
B=((x-16)/21.2).^3;
C=(x/2.4)-6.6;
eqn1 = exp(A+B-3)*(1+exp(C)) == S;
format longG
SN = double(vpasolve(eqn1,x))

eqn2 = exp(A+B-3) == S;
SS = double(solve(eqn2,x));

E=y/24.5;
F=(y/61.7).^2;
G=(y/106).^3;
H=(y/11.1)-9.82;

eqn3 = exp(E-F+G-4.42) == S;
eqn4 = exp(E-F+G-4.42)*(1+exp(H)) == S;

QN = double(solve(eqn3,y));
QS = double(vpasolve(eqn4,y))
SSD= norm(SS)
QND= norm(QN)
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%Robertson 2010

Surn = 0.33;%from experimental results
eqn7 = Surn == (0.02199-0.0003124*Q)/(1-0.02676*Q+0.0001783*Q.^2);
QR = double(vpasolve(eqn7,Q)) %if over 70 do not use

%kramer model

N=9.53152384;
S=125;

eqn6 = -8.444+0.109*N+5.379*S.^0.1 == exp(Sur);
Kr=double(solve(eqn6,Sur))
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D.2 Matlab Script for van Gentuchen Model
clear;clc;

syms y

S=.93; %measured Sr during test
Sr=0.104; %from Ghayoomi et al. 2011
a=0.25; %from Le et al. 2017
n=9; %from Surprunenko et al.2015
m=1-(1/(2*n));
Se=(S-Sr)/(1-Sr) %Lu and Likos 2004

format long
eqn1 = Se == (1/(1+(((a*y).^n)))).^m;
MS = double(vpasolve(eqn1,y))
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